Chairman
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Rfth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.20549

JuL 2 7 2004

Dear C h h a n Donaldson:
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In proposing Regulatian NMS,the Securities and Exchange C~mmissionstated
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goal was "to enhance and modernize the regulatory structure of the U.S cquity
market6 " With that in mind, 1 believe the SEC must focus on c q u d uccess to our
markcts for investor.s on Main Street as wcll as for professionale on Wall Street. To
achieve that important goal, average investors must have equal accese to quality
etock price and quotation information.
jts

I was pleased to eee that you held a hearing on the different aspects of thc
Regulation NMS proposal. At the hearing, lbbcrt Greil'eld, chief executive of the
Nasdaq Stock Market, made a startling acknowledgmentwith respect to the fees
that Nnsdaq charges to access stock price and quotation information:
"Currently the cost for professional investors is around $20. That cost.. .was
established by Nasdaq over 20 years ago...There was no great wisdom in that
number, and we look a t that number today, that number is too high.. .The
number should probably be somewhere around five to seven dollars. And
that's &r some thoughtful analysis on our side, and trying to [empluy] a
rough cost-plus basie to the analy'sis."

"And that monopoly price has not been thought of for a very long time.
NASDAQ itself set that price twenty years ago. So we have a monopoly price
that was set almost twenty years ago without any active review of how that
rulutes. And any time you're dealing with a monopoly price, thcn thc
participants have the right to understand how that price i s derived
:

"

This admission Lhat t h e exchanges over time have overcharged investors by
hundreds of millions of dollare is truly remarkable on several lcvels. The SEC has
comprehensive oversight responsibjlity over these market data plans under Section
U
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1lA of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Congrese granted the SEC a wideranging sct of tools--including approval of the plans and inspection and emmination
authoritshuo that the pricee involved are reaeonable and the revenue that is
generaGd is u ~ e dto further the public interest. Given the testimony at your
hearing, important overejght k u e s arise that require further investigation Ple~lee
provide me with answers to the following by September 10, 2004:

Describe the criteria used by the SEC to establish the reasonableness of the
price set by the plans for market data and the appropriateness of how the
corresponding revenue is uscd.
The New York Stock Exchange claims it spends $488 million annually to
create and disseminate market data on ib exchwgo. Describe the SECs
review of NYSEs, and other market's, production coeta for market data.
How have the plane established that tho prices set are reasonable and the
uses of the market data revenuee appropriate? Pleaee pmvidc lo me copie~of
how that was documented over the last three years.
Detail thc inspection and examination procese that the SEC has used to
ensure investors have not been overcharged for market information. Please
provide me with all information surrounding thc last three years worth of
exams and inspections.
To fulfill ite statutory obligations the SEC must have concluded that prices
investore have paid are reasonably related to the cosb of producing the data.
Pleaee provide the rationale, cdculations and all relevant documentation in
suppnrt of those findings.

Mr. Greifeld's comments and the revelations of excessive executive pay and
frontrunning nt the NYSE have raised serious questions. I believe we muat work
together to quickly establish some basic f a c b relating to how market data is priced
and how the associated revenues are used. My ovemding concern is that investors
will lose confidence in our equity marketa if they believe that they are rigged to
enrich a handful of insiders.. Thank you for your consideration of this important
investor protection issue.

RICHARD H. BAKER
Chairman
Subcommittee on Capital Markets,
Insurance and Government Sponsored
Enterprises
cc: The Honorable Paul S. Atkins
?'ha Honorable Roe1 C. Carnpos
The Honorable Cynthia A. Glassma.
The Honorable Hawcy J. Goldschmid
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